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The integrated planetarium combines the classic optical projection technique, with the power, flexibility and infinite 
potential of digital systems. This is the most complex but also the most powerful type of planetarium system 
available today.

Optical projectors replicate celestial scenes in great realism, as we are able to find constellations more easily. The 
starfield provides a starry night sky with sharp bright stars in the dark, a scene unable to be presented by digital 
technology. 

Digital projector systems are able to produce any kinds of computerized images which optical projectors are not 
able to express. These include realistic simulations of outer space, many other celestial scenes and natural 
phenomenon, animated constellation pictures and more. With many features loaded in the software, astronomy 
can be both enjoyed and learned from children to adults.

Konica Minolta was the first company in the world to integrate the optical and digital systems. Now with Gemini Star 
Σ, Konica Minolta combines the best optical planetarium available the – Infinium Σ – with different types of digital 
systems, the - Media Globe Σ -.
Gemini Star Σ is a true experience of Konica Minolta planetarium technology. This integrated planetarium has 
reached high level of perfection, making it possible to observe globular clusters and nebulae with a pair of 
binoculars. They will appear as seen under a real starry sky!

Digital

Optical

■Advantages
 The Pixel size, brightness of 
the center and cove of the 
dome is equivalent

 Low risk of failure compared 
to multiple projectors

 No need to lower the optical 
projector to project fulldome

■Advantages
 Less footprint in the middle 
of the dome

 Lifter for the optical will allow 
full use of the dome space

 More brightness is secured 
by usage of multiple projectors

About Integrated Planetariums

●Both optical and digital projectors are able to be operated by the Integrated console. Operation could be either by 
manually or automatically. You will not have to switch the mode of equipment you want to use and yet your 
production will be taking advantages of both optical and digital projector features.

●Available to synchronize optical and digital starfield views from Earth. This will enable attractive and effective 
learning production, for example by overlaying digital constellation images on the realistic optical starfield.

●By connecting every peripheral equipment to the network control system, you will be able to operate all 
instruments that are necessary for your production.

●During an emergency, you will be able to operate both optical and digital projectors individually.

Features of Integrated Planetariums

Computerized stars and CG over the 
entire surface of the dome

Accurate and realistic gradation of the 
stars and Milky Way
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